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We acknowledge the Dja Dja Wurrung as the traditional owners of the land upon which we live and
thrive, and pay respects to their elders, and the community which still nurtures this land, as it did for
thousands of years.
To:

The Committee Manager,
Legislative Assembly Environment and Planning Committee,
Parliament House,
Spring Street, East Melbourne, Vic. 3002

eii@parliament.vic.gov.au

25th September, 2020

To the Inquiry into Environmental Infrastructure for Growing Populations
From: Bendigo and District Environment Council (BDEC)
Northern Bendigo Landcare Group (NBLG)
Wellsford Forest Conservation Alliance
Biolinks Alliance
Ironbark Gully Friends
To whom it may concern,
Thank you for the opportunity to contribute a submission to this important inquiry.
Bendigo is most pertinent to this inquiry because:
(1) its population continues to grow steadily, and is predicted to grow more quickly as a result of its
popularity as a liveable city after the COVID-19 pandemic;1
(2) it is the ‘City in a Forest’ and all the suburbs are interwoven with open space, formal sporting
grounds, Bendigo Creek, Regional and National Park, and State forest;
(3) there are disparities within the city and suburbs of the extent of tree canopy cover, recreation
facilities and environmental infrastructure;
(4) there are tremendous opportunities for the State Government, in co-operation with City of
Greater Bendigo Council, and many keen community groups, including the Dja Dja Wurrung, to
develop superb environmental infrastructure which blends with our magnificent box and
ironbark surrounds, and fosters our unique indigenous wildlife

Terms of Reference:
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the benefits of accessing and using different types of environmental infrastructure

Different types of Environmental Infrastructure:
Generally, local and state governments understand that well managed environmental infrastructure is
needed for enjoyable and accessible community use of parks and open spaces, sporting fields, forests
and bushland, wildlife corridors and creeks and rivers.
The Oxford English Reference Dictionary defines ‘infrastructure’ as “the basic structural foundations of
a society or enterprise”.
As the natural world is not only a resource for humans to use, but the ‘basic structural foundation’ upon
which all life on earth depends, we consider the bush surroundings of Bendigo itself as the basic
foundation of the city, i.e. our infrastructure. We therefore consider regeneration activities, replanting
with indigenous plants/seeds, mulching of significant old trees, proper management and enforcement of
laws to protect the landscape, and simply leaving the bush to get on with thriving undisturbed, to be
aspects of infrastructure. We also embrace the notion of ‘infrastructure’ as being built by man.
The human health benefits of access to nature2:
The human health benefits of access to nature have been well documented. Research demonstrates that
contact with nature improves mental, emotional, physical, social, and spiritual wellbeing and also
enhances community cohesion (Maller et al., 2005; Maller et al., 2008). Protecting and enhancing the
natural infrastructure will improve human health. Maller and colleagues research highlights the
following:







Access to nature plays a vital role in human health, wellbeing and development.
Disengagement of humans from the natural environment is detrimental to health and wellbeing.
‘Green nature’ can reduce crime, foster psychological wellbeing, reduce stress, boost immunity,
enhance productivity, and promote healing.
There are multiple benefits from even brief encounters with nature, or experiencing nature on a smaller
scale.
The number of people seeking nature‐based activities is increasing.
The initial evidence documenting the positive effects of nature on blood pressure, cholesterol levels,
stress reduction, and outlook on life warrant consideration of urban planners to include access to nature
to mitigate against cardiovascular and mental illness; two of the biggest threats to population health in
Australia.

International research highlights include:
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Moving to greener urban areas is associated with sustained mental health improvements, suggesting
that environmental policies to increase urban green space may have sustainable public health benefits
(Alcock et al., 2014)
Urban planning should ensure that communities have access to nature and parks may be the only means
of accessing nature for a majority of people living in urban environments (Ulrich et al., 1991)
Walking in nature or viewing pictures of nature can improve ‘directed‐attention abilities …’ (Berman et
al., 2003 .p 1217)
There are cognitive and affective benefits of interacting with nature to individuals with MDD and
further, interacting with nature may be useful clinically as a supplement to existing treatments for MDD
(Berman et al.,2012)
In a greener environment people report fewer symptoms and have better perceived health. There are
differences between subgroups of the population for certain health indicators. (DeVries et al.,2003)
Nature plays a nuanced and influential role in the everyday lives of older adults. Both green and blue
spaces can have a significant impact on physical, mental, and social health in later life. Landscapes
embedded with therapeutic qualities included parks, gardens, street greenery, lakes, and the ocean.
These spaces are a motivator for physical activity and promote ‘feelings of renewal, restoration, and
rejuvenation’ and are seen as essential for social interactions (e.g. planned with family and friends,
unplanned with neighbours). There is a pleasant collective experience of nature (social inclusion;
community) (Findlay et al., 2015)
Participants exposed to nature, valued intrinsic goals more and extrinsic goals less than they had before
exposure. Intrinsic aspirations are defined as ‘prosocial and other‐focused value orientations, and
extrinsic aspirations [as]… self‐focused value orientations’. (Weinstein et al., 2009 p. 1315)
Wilderness and related studies clearly demonstrate that people in a natural environment affects people
positively, particularly in terms of psychological health.
‘Green nature’ can reduce crime, foster psychological wellbeing, reduce stress, boost immunity,
enhance productivity and promote healing.

Passive Recreation
Walking, bird watching, nature study, swimming, playing and that great Ozzie pastime - “mucking
round” - are all part of the passive recreation palette.
The City of Greater Bendigo (CoGB) census reveals that we love to walk. From 13,000 responses, the
most popular activity was walking.3
The 2019 Healthy Heart of Victoria Active Living Census (ALC) was conducted by the City of Greater
Bendigo (CoGB) on behalf of the Healthy Heart of Victoria Initiative (HHV). Respondents from Greater
Bendigo offered suggestions for improvements to local areas that would encourage them to use the
public spaces more regularly. The most common suggestion was to provide more or improved footpaths
and walking tracks, extensions to existing footpaths and tracks, or better-connected footpaths and tracks,
thus improving access to public facilities and open spaces in the area.
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‘Greater Bendigo’, CoGB publication August 2020 p.32 ‘Census reveals we love to walk’; ‘Residents embrace walking and
cycling during COVID-19 restrictions’.
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Proximity to the surrounding bushland is one of the key things residents love about living in Bendigo.
They value the indigenous plants, and the relaxed and informal feel of the native bush. During the
Covid-19 lockdowns it has been a lifesaver for many people, a vital resource for restoring mental
balance and providing a place for physical exercise – both so vital to the health of the populace.
The opportunity exists for state/local government partnership with upgrades on local environmental
infrastructure. These could be relatively inexpensive and add both to the ease of usage for patrons and
the environmental footprint of this usage. For example, composting toilets and covered stops for climate
change preparedness could be installed at regular or designated points along the 49 kilometre
walking/cycling O’Keefe Rail Trail between Bendigo and Heathcote; completion of the award winning
plan for the extension of the Bendigo Botanical Gardens; and exploration of the possibility of an
Australian indigenous garden at the already planned but shelved Huntly Botanical Gardens.
In our view, all too often money is spent on formal sporting grounds or precincts, which certainly
benefits those wishing to partake in sporting activities. However, there is an unconscionable
imbalance in the large amount of money spent on these facilities and the remaining crumbs
thrown to passive recreational infrastructure.
Swimming pools are a possible exception, as they are used for formal and informal exercise, and vital
‘learn to swim’ programs. In Bendigo the maintenance of the swimming pools already scattered
throughout the suburbs is of the greatest significance, and could certainly benefit from State support.
These facilities are becoming increasingly necessary refuges for residents with limited means of
transport – the young, the not so well off, the old – during increasingly hot summers. The maintenance
of existing swimming pools and the construction of pools in rapidly growing outlying areas should be
considered urgently.
Recommendation 1 :
(a) This inquiry should emphasise the importance of passive recreation infrastructure in
maintaining healthy bushland close to populations, and expanding walking/cycling trails, with
corresponding funding for ongoing maintenance and management, to facilitate casual
recreational opportunities. Provision of swimming infrastructure is of increasing importance
to an inland city in a warming climate.
(b) Instigate state/local government partnerships to upgrade existing environmental
infrastructure, and to introduce further avenues of such infrastructure, with the over-riding
principle being environmental sustainability
(c) Provide sufficient resources to Traditional Owners to enable their recognition, input and
decision making in all aspects of land and water management.
(d) Consider and consult multicultural needs in signage and planning.
(e) Immediately enact all the recommendations made by the scientific body – the Victorian
Environmental Advisory Council Central West Investigation – amongst which is the
recommendation to upgrade the status of the Wellsford State Forest to Regional and National
Park, in order to protect its environmental integrity – a move unanimously supported by
Councillors of the City of Greater Bendigo.
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the impact of population growth in Melbourne and regional centres on the provision and
preservation of environmental infrastructure

Whilst Bendigo is a ‘City in a Forest’, unfortunately it is not a city in a protected or well managed forest.
There is a serious funding shortfall in the State government agencies (Parks Victoria and DELWP)
charged with managing and overseeing the state, regional and national parks bordering the city.
Inadequate government funding is cited in DELWP ’s major biodiversity policy, which informs us that
“Under-investment in planning, management, protection, evaluation and reporting for biodiversity in the
natural environment has been conspicuous’.4
Concerned with the declining condition of our local forests, last year representatives of some of our
community groups attended a deputation to our local MP, the Hon. Maree Edwards, on precisely this
matter. For a full exploration of this issue and its consequences for Bendigo’s forests, plus detailed
recommendations, please see our Letter to the Environment Minister, February 2019, as attached.
Bendigo’s population is expected to reach 200,000 by 2050. Future access to Bendigo’s Box Ironbark
forests must be managed in a way that protects their intrinsic values, and for those who go there. We
cannot hope to protect this vital natural resource which makes Bendigo the ‘City in a Forest’ without an
increase in funding to these two agencies.
To cite one recent example, two months ago following a weekend 4 wheel drive rally/party in the Big
Hill section of the Bendigo National Park bordering Crusoe Reserve, vandalism and littering had
occurred. Despite this problem having been reported to Parks Victoria, nothing has yet been done to
remove and ameliorate the problem. Just as the CoGB Council parks and open spaces have experienced
a doubling of visitation since COVID restrictions began in March, so reportedly have our native forests.
We can only conclude that if the agency was understaffed before the recent doubling of usage, then their
resources are even more over-stretched with a greater incapacity to manage the parks adequately.
It is admirable that the state government instigated the Working for Victoria program (a package for
Victorian workers impacted by COVID-19) with workers allocated locally to both the Council and the
NCCMA, Parks Victoria or DELWP. These latter two have an urgent need for extra staffing so we hope
that this staffing boost will be continued.
Recommendation 2 :
(a) Increase the annual funding for Victoria’s national parks to 1% of the state budget 5
(b) Expand the ‘Working for Victoria’ COVID19 employment program to include Parks Victoria
and DELWP, and expand these from six months to one year, with options for conversion to
ongoing contracts.
(c) See letter attached for further detailed recommendations.
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(d) Create a joint agency strategy with Parks Victoria and DELWP in partnership with local
councils, for the creation of a designated ‘Tracks and Trail’ policy in our state, regional and
national parks, which informs the community through signage, online information and other
publicly available material to facilitate responsible enjoyment of nature.
(e) Review the impacts of all currently permitted activities and major events in our forests to
assess impacts during accelerating climate change.
3

differences in the availability of environmental infrastructure between different suburbs
and between different regional centres

“The ability to access our natural surrounds and to get out into the bush to enjoy nature is often limited
for people with disabilities who require mobility aids such as walking frames and wheelchairs.
Inclusion is a vital part of a functioning society and being able to access our beautiful natural surrounds
increases people’s wellbeing. Wheelchair accessible tracks into our National and Regional Parks, and
disabled parking places near the entrance to parks would greatly increase accessibility. However, as a
wheelchair user I have seen many areas of natural beauty destroyed by insensitive infrastructure that
imposes itself on the natural surrounds. All walking tracks should be of natural materials and
reasonably level gravel and graded tracks would be sufficient for most people with mobility aids.”6
Research undertaken by the CoGB in preparation for the Open Space Plan and Greening Greater
Bendigo Strategy confirmed that there are more parks and more vegetation cover in the more affluent
areas of the municipality. Council is, of late, endeavouring to remedy this imbalance, including
prioritizing plantings in less affluent areas, but much work is still to be done here.
We also note that many excellent environmental infrastructure plans in the past have been investigated,
and sometimes have progressed to the planning stage, subsequently to be abandoned, shelved or only
partially funded. This is particularly so of passive recreation plans. One such is the Ironbark Gully
Public Space Corridor Concept Plan which has had extensive community support and advocacy
combined with a range of community based activities facilitated by the Ironbark Gully Friends over a 7
year period and yet remains only partially funded with no continuity plans in place.
Of course, the failure by the state government to make a decision on the extensively VEAC investigated
Central West parks final report is another prime example.
Case Study: Huntly
A CoGB Report Greening Greater Bendigo (2018-19) estimated (using 3000 random sampling points)
that the Entire Greater Bendigo Municipal Area Tree Canopy Cover was 28% trees, 3% Impermeable
and 69% Non-tree. Huntly, a northern suburb of Bendigo with a rapidly expanding population, was
shown to be the lowest for Tree Cover in Bendigo with only 12.7% as opposed to the more well off
areas like Flora Hill, Quarry Hill and Spring Gully with 28.7%, and Maiden Gully with 33.5%.
One of the key drivers of the Greening Greater Bendigo strategy is to “reduce the impact of extreme heat
on the community.”7 (The Inquiry needs to look at the figures for extreme heat in Bendigo as estimated
6
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by climate change experts in the next 20 years.) It would seem that Huntly is a prime candidate for
heavy investment in tree cover.
However, the following plans suggested by the community have not been acted upon:
a. CoGB Huntly Botanical Gardens Landscape Development, June 1999
b. Development of the Goldleaf Wetland in Huntly, Plans developed late 1990s
c. Extention of the bike path along Bendigo Creek from Howard Street Epsom to Huntly
The Northern Bendigo Landcare Group (NBLG) is very active and successful. They say the Goldleaf
Wetland is a very important public open green space for the Huntly community, and now that housing
has boomed all around it there are plenty of opportunities to link it with the Huntly township. In 2011
the Landcare group and CoGB Council hosted a National Tree Day event at the wetland, and the NBLG
has hosted ‘Trees for Mum’events at various sites around Huntly since. This is a project ripe for the
picking, or the planting.
NBLG have mentioned that the existing plans for the Huntly Botanical Gardens would need another
look in view of planning changes and legislative changes since their inception e.g. involvement of the
Dja Dja Wurrung, North Central Catchment Management re flood zone, Accessibility. Again, the
establishment of a walking/cycling link between this site and Strauch Reserve, with linkage to Bendigo
Creek would be valuable and provide an excellent opportunity for improving the vegetation community
in this precinct, as well as passive recreation prospects.
The extension of the bike path along Bendigo Creek is within the remit of the Reimagining Bendigo
Creek plans, but again funding is not viable yet.
All these projects identify existing opportunities for tree planting, improvement of indigenous vegetation
and passive recreation infrastructure. Yet funding has not been forthcoming.
Recommendation 3 :
(a) That this inquiry reaffirm values of Social Equity and acknowledge that residents of less
affluent areas deserve the same area of treescapes and public spaces as the more affluent
areas.
(b) Ensure disabled parking and accessible tracks promote access by people requiring mobility
aids.
(c) That the State government allocate funding for the provision of environmental infrastructure
upgrades and management according to the principles of social need and equity in order to
remove this disparity: this is to be undertaken across the regions and in metropolitan
Melbourne.
(d) That funding from the State Government be forthcoming to commence revegetation work with
indigenous trees on crown land, existing and new walking trails and bicycle paths, especially
those already well along the planning track in less affluent areas, which promote safe and
direct movement without cars from outlying areas to commercial hubs.
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the effectiveness of current legislation and planning provisions in securing environmental
infrastructure
7

Victorian environmental legislation and planning provisions have failed us, including the Native
Vegetation Framework and the Offset system. State-wide “the quality and extent of native vegetation
continues to shrink by about 4000 habitat hectares each year.”8 The Net Gain and Offset regulations are
based on a fundamental fiction – that when native vegetation is removed, saving existing habitat through
off sets will produce a net gain. Monitoring of Offset planting is ineffective or non-existent. Off set
plantings, when they actually occur, often die as a result of neglect, incorrect species selection for a
drying climate, or later removal for development. Locally, the CoGB Council confirmed in a municipalwide vegetation audit in 2019 that vegetation and tree cover has declined in the past 20 years.9
Recommendation 4:
See Letter attached to Minister for the Environment from members and representatives of local
environment groups.
Issue: Obtaining ‘Distinctive Area and Landscape’ status for significant peri-urban areas. Bendigo has
experienced failure in invoking other legislation supposedly designed to preserve valuable landscapes. .
Case Study: Big Hill/Ravenswood
This area should have achieved Significant Landscape status in 2000 following the nation’s largest
federal anti-salinity tree planting program to that date. $100,000 was provided by the North Central
Catchment Management Authority for direct seeding, tree planting and fencing on private properties,
many adjoining the 66K Reference area and channel reserve extending from Malmsbury to Bendigo.
Unfortunately there was no legal covenant over future owners to protect these areas of significance
neither as the gateway to Bendigo, nor as an acknowledged regional salinity hotspot (see:
https//engage.vic.gov.au//distinctive-areas-and-landscapes-program). This outstanding natural area and
vitally important connecting nature corridor should have been protected by law at that time.
Further efforts were made by the CoGB to protect this area as they recognised it as ‘having strong
landscape values that were worthy of further investigations and possible protection, but were also
experiencing development pressure.”10
The following ‘Broad chronology of events’ prepared by Planisphere shows the achingly slow processes
and obstacles involved in even moderate efforts to protect landscapes of significance:
2009
Adoption of Rural Areas Strategy which recommends a study…of significant landscapes
July 2011
Council endorses project brief for a landscape assessment
Sept 2011
Planisphere appointed as consultants to complete assessment/Community Reference Gp
Jan 2012
Landscape Assessment project commences
Sept/Oct 2012 Draft Assessment was exhibited
Jan 2013
Landscape Assessment completed
August 2013 Landscape Assessment adopted by Council
8
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March 2014

Authorisation received by the Department to prepare C208 to GB Planning Scheme
Conditions were met but outside the specified time of 40 days for process – delay
August 2014 Federal and State governments announced concept design of the Ravenswood
interchange
Feb 2015
Council adopts recommendation for Amendment C217
June-July ’15 Amendment C217 exhibited for 6 weeks and further community consultation
October 2015 Council refers all submissions to C217 to an Independent Panel
2016
Planning Panel appointed by the Minister for Planning did not support the amendment.
th
29 June 2016 The Council resolved NOT to accept the panel recommendations. The Minister refused
the Amendment.
In effect, despite overwhelming community sentiment, Council support and ratepayers money those
developers with deep pockets hired top barristers and consultants and won the day. Since then there has
been continued removal of irreplaceable vegetation and exacerbation of salinity issues. VicRoads
removed more than 2,800 trees for the Ravenswood Bypass. This number includes 850 trees that were
at least 500 years old.
As it stands now it appears that nothing stands in the way of a rapacious development lobby damaging
the landscape that the people of Bendigo hold in high regard.
As anyone can see, the legislation and planning provisions are not effective or efficient. THE SYSTEM
DOES NOT WORK TO PROTECT SIGNIFICANT VEGETATION OR LANDSCAPES.
Recommendation 5:
(a) Strengthen legislation to protect all remnant native vegetation.
(b) Strengthen DELWP’s Section 69 Agreement concerning offsets.
(c) Investigate the opportunity for partnerships between DELWP/local councils, and
DELWP/community groups, to monitor and manage offsets for long term success.
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existing delays or obstacles to securing environmental infrastructure

1. Lack of Climate Change Preparedness
CSIRO’s climate change predictions re severe weather events and availability of water need to be
prioritised in regards to setting population targets for regional areas. Bendigo is a city without a river,
entirely dependent upon out of town resources for its piped water. Presumably this resource will
become more scarce, and the populations from whence the water is transported may wish to use more of
it. Water needs to have primacy, especially for population planning.
Climate change will increase pressures on the Bendigo regional area in other ways, well documented
and explained in ‘Protecting Victoria’s Biodiversity – 2037’ p. 11. Among the most important to be
considered are:
 increased frequency and severity of extreme weather events
 increased frequency and intensity of bushfires and drought
 changes in waterway flows, levels and regimes
 changes in the range, distribution, abundance and seasonality of species
9



changes in the range, distribution and impacts of introduced plants and animals, including the
introduction of new weeds and pests taking advantage of a changed climate.

Urban and peri-urban revegetation should be local provenance/modelled according to CSIRO weather
predictions for climate variability. This will provide habitat and foraging for bees, moths and other
pollinators, lizards and native birds. This is also water wise.
(b) More funding is needed for genuine eco-tourism – guided nature walks, public nature conferences
and talks. This industry should not have a negative impact on nature.
(c) Vandalism and littering: More funding is needed to create community understanding of forests and
waterways, their constituents and their needs, so as to foster community connectivity to environmental
infrastructure.
(d)Wildfire preparedness and biodiversity protection and response: Wildfires associated with
accelerating climate change, as we saw nationwide in September 2019-January 2020, pose a threat to
Victoria’s biodiversity. As ‘Protecting Victoria’s Biodiversity – 2037’ report and climate scientists
attest, we need to expect and therefore be prepared for more of these extreme wildfire seasons. Thus it
becomes even more critical for increased staffing in both state government agencies charged with
protecting and managing our forests. The recovery process also needs increased staffing.
We refer the inquiry to the paper ‘After the catastrophe: a blueprint for conservation response to largescale ecological disaster’ written by scientists collaborating from 7 Australian universities in January
2020, for the Threatened Species Recovery Hub (Charles Dickman et.al, accessed at
biolinksalliance.org.au). They report on the need to identify immediate priorities and long term tprotect
and to use non-environmentally threatening fire control methods. An outstandingly successful example
of this is the actions of a team of experienced NSW firefighters in their use of manpower and helicopters
in the January 2020 wildfires to save the ancient and irreplaceable Wollemi pines.11
The scientists state that there is both the need to prioritise native species threatened and for a rapid
response to re-establish species’ habitats, post-fire. These two domains, they report, need better
coordination.
2. Protect riparian zones on crown land on private property
We are opposed to the current move to open up all riverside Victorian crown land that sits within private
property, under the guise of increased recreation for fishing and hunting enthusiasts. No government
oversight of this move is proposed. We understand the farming community is also opposed to this
move. Such a change will allow the tramping, fishing and camping on a farmer’s property, with no
obligations as to how the land is used nor rubbish removed, or indeed fires lit. Domestic animals can
also accompany families who choose to camp there, further degrading the riparian vegetation and
disturbing delicate acquatic life.
3. Need to create Biolinks across the state.
More funding needed for these programs.
11
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Employment opportunities across the regions.12
Biolinks or ‘habitat corridors’ are now widely recognised as being essential environmental
infrastructure.
Science overwhelmingly shows that interconnected patches of habitat are much more effective for
biological diversity conservation than disconnected areas in human-dominated systems, especially in the
face of climate change. Science indicates that we need to reconnect the landscapes at large-scales, all
the while providing space for humans to live, for industry and agriculture.13 The challenge for their
implementation is in finding ways for everyone to contribute to restoring and maintaining connected
networks of habitat in urban, peri-urban and rural and remote areas.
Despite their importance to biodiversity conservation, and also to the important opportunity they provide
for people to connect with nature - approaches to identify, retain, and enhance ecological connectivity
have been scattered and inconsistent.
Supporting communities to plan, collaborate and collectively implement biolink projects is a key enabler
to their creation. While there are many examples of small government grant programs funding local
biolink programs, the substantial funding for proper planning and sustained effort is rarely provided. The
last example of major biolink funding given to community organisations was through the Federal
Biodiversity Fund in 2013, a program that no longer exists. As a result, many biolinks remain
aspirational, lack the scientific rigour to succeed and are relegated as great ideas that begin with good
intent but can disappear without being adequately resourced.
Tailored policy frameworks for the state-wide creation of biolinks
In Victoria the planning and building of biolinks has largely been driven by community initiatives and in
many instances these initiatives have received very little government support or funding.
By way of illustration of this point:
 Due to a lack of targeted, tenure-blind and coordinated action to reconnect the landscape, the
community, in 2010, in central Victoria formed the Biolinks Alliance. The organisation’s
mission is to support, coordinate and amplify community efforts to repair regional ecosystems at
a landscape scale. Ten years on the organisation has supported community organisations in
biolink planning and development raising over $1 Million to do so, and only 8% of that has come
12
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from Government sources. In central Victoria alone there are dozens of local biolink initiatives
in various states of development, from aspirations to concepts uniting and guiding Landcarers, to
‘completed’ connected corridors formed through habitat enhancement and restoration across
public and private land. Initiatives like these are extremely positive, but they are curtailed in the
impact they can have by a lack of government policy and support.


While the Victorian Government’s roadmap for biodiversity conservation - Biodiversity 2037 states its focus is ‘on how ecosystems and ecological processes can be managed for the benefit of
all species, particularly given the impacts of climate change’ it does not explicitly mention or
have a specific objective that would deliver ecological connectivity or biolinks. Neither are there
federal strategies supporting their development. The federal government developed a National
Wildlife Corridor Strategy in 2012, but the strategy has largely disappeared.

Internationally Governments are stepping up and providing leadership and frameworks for biolink
development. (See ToR 7 Examples of best practice p. 14 of this document)
Acts like those that created Victoria’s protected area system (1958 Lands Act, Crown Land Reserves
Act 1978, Forests Act 1958 and National Parks act 1975) played a big role in securing Victoria’s
important conservation reserve system. Legislation that gives formal recognition to ecological corridors
would stimulate their designation and restoration.
As well as State policy for state-wide (national) biolinks, there is much that could be done through
existing environmental programs that could advance the implementation of biolinks. Successful
collaborative biodiversity conservation, which creation of biolinks depends upon, requires skilled and
dedicated backbone coordination (skilled staff, expertise, models for collaboration) and for key players
to have the organisational capacity to be effective on–going partners. Both require significant capacity
building investment that thus far hasn’t been forthcoming from government (despite promises to the
contrary in Biodiversity 2037).
There are examples of what effective community collaboration and capacity building might look like:
Biolinks Alliance has developed a unique shared learning and collaborative planning process,
Local to Landscape, to support the communities desire to restore and reconnect their local
environments. The Local to Landscape (L2L) process is Biolinks’ novel formula for modernising
our approach to biodiversity conservation with better structured community collaboration and
articulating the aspirations of local communities in the terms of Landscape (21st century)
Science – with the ultimate aim of ensuring more ecologically effective ‘outcomes’, such as a
connected and functioning landscapes. The approach has been implemented in the Heathcote
region with the Heathcote community – after being provided with seed funding from the City of
Greater Bendigo – and elsewhere enabled by investment from philanthropic Trusts and
Foundations.
There are examples of what ineffective community collaboration and capacity building looks like:
While the State Governments Biodiversity 2037 Plans flagship mechanism for implementation,
Biodiversity Response Planning acknowledges the need for partnership conservation and
12

capacity building, aspiring to a “more structured collaboration between stakeholders to drive
alignment, accountability and measurable improvement”; and that in order to “ensure everyone
can participate in this collaborative process, the capacity of all interested parties and stakeholders
needs to be supported and enabled”. However, in the eyes of many in the community, the final
design and implementation of the critical BRP program failed to live up to these expectations,
and was unable to meet these objectives. For collaborative conservation to work the partners
must be skilled and established enough to properly collaborate. There needs to be more specific
consideration of how to strengthen the capacity of all interested groups (TO’s, CMNs, Landcare
etc) to get actively involved. The community have largely been excluded from the process and
funding through it has gone primarily to government agencies. It is essential that the Government
examines a trend for appropriation of an increasing amount of funds from Landcare programs
(see Curtis and Lockwood 2000; Curtis et al. 2014) channelling new funding for conservation
into government departments rather than the community – as well as critically examine what
their role in creating biolinks is if broad community involvement and ownership is essential to
their implementation.
“It is essential that community capacity and partnership building is recognised as integral to mobilising
the potential there is in the community to drive the creation of biolinks in urban, periurban and rural
areas, and that increased funding is provided for it. The costs to government are comparatively low from
a return on investment perspective, given the magnitude of the voluntary conservation actions the
funding will elicit. In addition proper funding and community engagement will go a great way to
accelerating the completion of existing proposed biolinks as well as the creation of new.”14
Recommendation 6:
a) Instigate a sustained funding program to establish designated Biolinks across the state with
appropriate regional employment opportunities for its supervision and management.
b) Urgently address how existing Victorian legislative, policy, program and governance
frameworks can be modernised to explicitly enable the creation of biolinks, a critical response
to conserving biodiversity in a rapidly changing climate, drawing from best-practice
international examples of where it is being done (Hilty et al. 2020).
c) Increase funding for existing community-driven initiatives and for partnership conservation
and community capacity building
d) Increase funding for Gardens for Wildlife ensuring this is done in a socially equitable
manner.
e) Increase funding of the Landcare organization to enable better support for local Landcare
groups to undertake voluntary and assisted environmental works.
f) Investigate the ways climate change will limit/alter population growth, water availability and
the environment in regional centres throughout Victoria.
g) Introduce local government regulations which mandate 1/3 tree canopy cover, plus awnings
over all barbeques, seating and playground equipment in all council managed public spaces
and parks for climate change preparedness.
h) Enact an immediate moratorium on logging in native forests, and transition the industry to
plantation harvesting and cancel the damaging Regional Forest Agreement signed this year
with the Federal government.
i) Reinstate a compulsory Environmental Effects Statement process over all works of VicRoads.
14
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j) Appoint leading biodiversity scientists to be permanent partners in Victoria’s bushfire and
emergency management team, to enable their expertise to assist bushfire preparedness for
biodiversity protection, appropriate rapid response and post-fire recovery direction.
k) Re-prioritise the saving of native forests i.e. the Earth’s life sustaining, oxygen producing
agents, alongside the priority to save human lives and private property.
l) Protect Victoria’s riparian zones within crown land on private property and refuse their
unmonitored access to fishing and hunting; commission the CMAs and DELWP to re-survey
these areas, and fence these off from any use or access where appropriate, to restore riparian
vegetation and river health.
m) Consideration should be given for access of these crown land riparian zones to the local
Traditional Owners for ceremonial and other appropriate uses.
6

the impact of COVID-19 on the importance, use and design of environmental
infrastructure

Automated people counters on the main cycle/walking trails revealed that during COVID-19 restrictions
residents ‘embraced walking and cycling’ in increased numbers. Council officers report a doubling of
usage since the March lockdown. This includes Crusoe Reserve (Crusoe Reservoir & No. 7 Park), a 210
hectare Council-managed Box Ironbark park. This forested site has been consistently busy since the
start of restrictions in March, 2020, throughout the winter and spring, in line with the usual busy summer
holiday period visitation. The demographics of those using this nature reserve have also expanded to
include many more families at all times of the day. A recent survey conducted on behalf for the
Ironbark Gully Friends also confirms this increase.
The key principle in providing new infrastructure for access to regional, state and national parks, plus
nature reserves, must be ensuring that the activity is environmentally sustainable and inclusive.
Recommendation 7:
a) Ensure all visitor facilities such as toilets, carparks, picnic areas and community signage
are adequate for increased usage and future needs.
b) All environmental infrastructure needs to meet government standards for Accessibility.
c) Create economic stimulus packages for COVID-19 recovery in the regions and Melbourne
to fund pest and weed management, revegetation programs etc. jointly run by the State
government and local councils.
7

examples of best practice and innovative approaches to securing environmental infrastructure
in other jurisdictions
 Merri Creek restoration and community partnership in the Darebin City Council is the gold
standard for creek restoration
 Bendigo Council’s Reimagining Bendigo Creek restoration program provides a model for
recognition of, and partnership with, the First Nations people, the Dja Dja Wurrung Aboriginal
Corporation.
 Birrarung Marr: In central Melbourne, at Birrarung Marr, along the banks of the Yarra River, is
the Woody Meadow test plot, a trial garden that could be the way of the future for urban spaces.
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The project is an international collaboration between Melbourne University, University of
Sheffield, Royal Botanical Gardens at Cranborne and the City of Melbourne.
Roadside community planting of native vegetation & art works in Ballarat
Community plantings, with council support, of West Croydon Railway Station in Adelaide.
The Victorian National Parks Association publication, supported by the Council of the CoGB
entitled ‘Living next to Nature: Being a good neighbour to Bendigo’s Bushland’, 2016
‘Local to Landscape’ (L2L) is a collaboration between the Heathcote community and Biolinks
Alliance
Internationally Governments are stepping up and providing leadership and frameworks for
biolink development. For example, in the United States the Wildlife Corridors Conservation Act
of 2019, was enacted to establish a wildlife corridors system to help native animal and plant
species—including protected species—that face habitat loss, degradation, fragmentation, or
obstructions to connectivity between their habitat areas. The 2019 bill aims to help restore
movement by wildlife and “to provide long-term habitat connectivity for native species
migration, dispersal, adaptation to climate and other environmental change, and genetic
exchange.” In addition, the bill would establish a wildlife movement grant program on nonfederal land and water to increase wildlands connectivity. It would also include a wildlife
corridors stewardship fund to help manage and protect the corridors. The IUCN has released
guidelines for conserving connectivity through ecological networks and corridors (Hilty et al,
2020). The Guidelines provide tools and examples (1) for applying ecological connectivity
between protected areas and other effective area-based conservation measures, and (2) for
developing ecological networks for conservation. In doing so, these Guidelines advance best
practices for protecting ecological networks that maintain, enhance and restore connectivity
across both intact and human-dominated systems.

Yours faithfully,
J. Shield
Convenor, Bendigo and District Environment Council
Wendy Radford
Secretary, Bendigo and District Environment Council
Gill Rosier
Member of Executive, Bendigo and District Environment Council
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